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Two-year jail stay sends message
Prosecutor says trucker in I-69 crash received justice

By Chrissie Thompson
Editor in Chief
The truck driver who
caused the collision that
killed four Taylor students
and one staff member could
finish his prison term as early as next fall.
But the case’s prosecution and family members
insist the two-year incarceration sends a message,
even though they wish truck
driver Robert Spencer had
received a longer sentence.
Spencer, 38, was driving a
north-bound semitrailer on
Apr. 26, 2006, when his vehicle crossed the median on Interstate 69 and collided with
a south-bound Taylor van.
The collision caused the
death of five of the van’s occupants — senior Brad Larson, 22; senior Betsy Smith,
22; junior Laurel Erb, 20; senior Laura Van Ryn, 22; and
Creative Dining Services
employee Monica Felver, 53
— and spawned an identiy
mix-up confusing then-freshman accident victim Whitney
Cerak with Van Ryn.
Spencer pleaded guilty
on May 29 to four counts of
criminal recklessness and

five counts of reckless homicide, and Jay Circuit Judge
Brian Hutchison could have
sentenced him to 24 years in
prison. Instead, Spencer received an eight-year sentence
on Aug. 14, but he could go
free after only two years of
incarceration, according to
Grant County Prosecutor
James D. Luttrull Jr., who
handled the case.
Hutchison suspended four
years of the jail time, saying
Spencer would serve probation. In addition, Indiana law
grants Spencer one day off
his sentence for every day of
good behavior, giving him
a possible two-year prison
term. Since he has already
spent a year in prison, Spencer could go free next September, Luttrull said.
Luttrull had hoped Spencer would receive the 24-year
sentence, since recklessness
in a semitrailer poses a great
risk to other motorists.
“Five deaths occurred,”
Luttrull said. “He’s running
such a large vehicle … He
should have recognized the
danger he was imposing.”
Still, Spencer received a
just penalty, Luttrull said.
Luttrull said most cases in-
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volving sober drivers who
cause highway deaths never
reach a criminal courtroom.
“They’re generally cited
for whatever violation they
caused, given a ticket, and
there are lawsuits,” Luttrull
said. “In this situation, a man
was charged with several
violations, several homicides

Habecker says cell phone
tower is coming to Upland

… because he was driving
fatigued. I hope that sends a
message.”
Hutchison withheld the
maximum 24-year sentence
because Spencer did not intentionally cause the crash
and because he pled guilty to
his charges, Luttrull said.
In addition to serving jail

By Audra Gustin
Staff Writer
President Eugene Habecker stepped onto campus
two years ago and found cell
phone reception worse than
he'd experienced in underdeveloped countries.
“I’ve been in a variety of
places in countries around
the world, in third world
countries, with excellent access,” he said. “It’s simply
an issue that we’ve got to get
solved.”
But a major network is going forward with plans to
build a cell phone tower in
Upland, so Habecker and
thousands of other frustrated
cell phone customers should
soon receive relief.
“Improved cell phone
service is imminent,” Habecker said, “and that’s good
news.”
Administrators would not

News

reveal the name of the network, hoping secrecy brings
the plans to fruition.
“I don’t want to compromise this deal,” Habecker
said. “I want a tower, and I
want better coverage. And
I want to do whatever we
need to do to facilitate its arrival.”
Taylor has no direct involvement with the construction, so the administration
has no access to exact details
of the network’s timetable.
The company must finish
real estate negotiations, install the tower and make it
operational before service
changes, Vice President of
Business and Finance Ron
Sutherland said, but added
that it should happen soon.
“They are very anxious to
get it up by the end of this
year,” he said.
The company started examining prospective sites

close to a year ago using a
real estate agency as a mediator, Sutherland said. Taylor
itself was evaluated as a potential site, but the company
decided to build the tower
elsewhere — possibly across
from Overlook Drive, Habecker said.
Even though the new tower is only for one network,
those with other networks
can have hope: The network
may sell access to its dish to
other networks, Sutherland
said, or may even put up additional networks’ dishes.
And if current negotiations
fall through, Sutherland said,
Taylor may have a chance to
host the tower once again.
“In any case, my hope is
we’ll have a solution to what
has been a longstanding
problem,” Habecker said.
“We’re going to get better
service.”

“It seems that these five
precious Christian people
were worth more than the
time that was assigned, considering that he broke the
law,” Larson said, referring
to Spencer’s violation of
regulations mandating rest

See Trucker, Page 2.

Taylor is No. 1
By Kim Rupp
Associate Editor
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time, Spencer may never operate another commercial vehicle, Luttrull said.
At the sentencing, the
prosecution presented letters from the Smith and Erb
families, as well as testimony
from Brad Larson’s mother,
Sherry, and Monica Felver’s
husband, Glenn.

After 10 straight years of
top-three showings, Taylor
finally finished No. 1.
Taylor University received
the No. 1 ranking from U.S.
News & World Report in the
magazine’s 2008 survey of
the best baccalaureate colleges in the Midwest. This
prestigious ranking comes
on the heels of 10 consecutive finishes in the top three
schools in Taylor’s category.
“It was a red-letter day for
us, and we acted as (though)
it was,” said Jim Garringer,
Taylor’s director of print
communications and media
relations. “God has blessed
us in enormous ways, and
we are humbled by it.”
Taylor appeared at the top
of the rankings due to a shift
in category placement. Last
year St. Mary’s College and
Calvin College were tied for
first place ahead of Taylor.
This year, both institutions
have relocated to different
categories — St. Mary’s to a
national, instead of regional
ranking and Calvin to a national liberal arts category.
The assessment process
for the rankings begins with
each college in a category according to its mission and region. From there, U.S. News
gathers data from each institution and assigns a corresponding weight. Based
on their weighted score, each
college then receives a ranking against its peers.
The categories for ranking include peer assessment,
graduation and retention
rate, faculty resources, student selectivity, financial

resources and alumni giving. Taylor ranks highest in
its category and region in
graduation rate, freshmen retention rate and alumni giving rate, according to Taylor
President Eugene Habecker.
Recent changes in the format of the rankings allowed
Taylor’s strengths to shine.
U.S. News now uses the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching’s
classifications, which appropriately categorizes against
similar schools and allows
other schools to enter the
rankings for the first time.
Taylor hopes to recruit
students and support with
its first No. 1 ranking: The
university plans to construct
two billboards that will line
the I-69 corridor near campus with a congratulatory
message from Taylor parents
and alumni, said Steve Christensen, Taylor's art director.
In addition to the U.S.
News ranking, Taylor also
received a Best Midwestern College award from The
Princeton Review’s annual
survey, “Best Colleges: Region by Region.” Taylor is
one of more than 160 schools
in the Midwest region and
part of more than 650 schools
across the nation to receive
the designation.
Despite the school’s recent recognition, Habecker
doesn’t expect Taylor to cease
in its pursuit of excellence.
“Taylor’s agenda is to improve in as many ways as
possible, through programs,
personnel and facilities,” he
said. “Our agenda is to be the
best we can be for the glory
of God.”
College rankings aren’t al-
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ways received with support.
Recently, national controversy has arisen over the use
of the rankings and their significance in advertising and
public relations, with opponents claiming schools tailor
themselves only to receive
rankings and should instead
focus on education.
“Rankings of any kind will
always be controversial,” he
said. “While the ranking is
nice, I wouldn’t recommend
that anyone makes their final decision based only on a
ranking.”
While Habecker is grateful for the recognition Taylor
has received, he also noted
one aspect the rankings don’t
measure: intentional community – “one of Taylor’s greatest strengths,” he said.
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Taylor welcomes new faces
By MaKenzie Doepke
Staff Writer

Taylor’s community has
many new faces this year,
and they’re not just those of
the 479 freshmen.
This fall, Taylor welcomed
over a dozen professors from
departments such as business, mathematics, art and
English, along with four new
hall directors.
Robert Alsobrook, who
recently received his Master
of Fine Arts degree in sculpture at Bowling Green State
University in Ohio, joins the
Taylor community this year
as a professor in the art department.
“There is a dire need for
Christians in the arts, especially the visual arts,” Alsobrook said.
Alsobrook is not the only
new professor who champions the arts. Mathematics
Professor Phil Mummert, a
Chambersburg, Pa., native
who graduated from Purdue
University, comes to Taylor
after spending the summer
in the Philippines playing
piano in a southern gospel
quartet.
Professor Jeanne Sigworth
joins the communication arts
department this year. Originally from South Dakota,
Sigworth migrated to Indiana to pursue her education
and became a student intern
for writer and speaker John
C. Maxwell.
After her experience working with Maxwell, Sigworth
received a Master of Science
in corporate management
from Indiana Wesleyan University.

"There is a dire need
for Christians
in the arts,
especially the
visual arts."
-Phil MummertSigworth has three decades worth of experience in
the corporate world, as well
as 28 years working as a facilitator in various colleges.
Taylor also welcomes the
following professors: Jona-
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Julie Engelsman, on left, the new hall director of both Haakonsen and English Halls, started the year off with a laugh by organizing an all hall meeting. Along with junior First
North English Personnel Assistant Allison Barlow, Engelsman acted out what not to do in the dorm, as the residents watched the humorous demonstration.

than Bouw, Joel Gegner, Aaron Housholder, Jian Huang,
David Poucher, Brad Seeman,
Jeff Sherlock, Greg Wolfe and
Greg Klotz.
Residents
of
English,
Swallow Robin, Olson and
Wengatz Halls will find new
faces in their dorms, as they
met their new hall directors
this week.
Julie Engelsman, a graduate of Geneva College and last
year’s Swallow hall director,
will oversee both Haakonsen and English Halls. After
receiving her Master of Arts
in Higher Education, Engelsman continued her education
at Geneva College, where she
received a bachelor's degree
in youth ministry.
“I'm just learning that people are people,” Engelsman
said. “In a lot of ways, the
students in Swallow are not
that different than the students in English.”
Although her staff has
grown from three personnel
assistants in Swallow to 10

PAs and an assistant hall director in English, Engelsman
said she is ready for the challenge.
“I liked having a small
staff, but I love having a big
staff too,” Engelsman said.
“They're very different to
prepare for.”
Former English Hall Director Melissa Chambless decided to end her term at English
last spring, a position opened
for a new director of American ethnic student programs,
allowing her to work in one
of her areas of passion.
“I was ready not to live in
a hall any more. I was ready
to move on,” she said. “I still
get to be at Taylor. I still get
to work with students, which
I love, so it worked out wonderfully.”
Taylor graduates Jon Cavanagh (‘98), Kelly Yordy
(‘05) and Deanna Ingerham
(‘03) take the helms of Wengatz, Swallow and Olson, respectively.
Although Taylor has a

number of fresh faces to
showcase this fall, several
faculty and staff members
left Taylor after the spring
semester.

"I'm just
learning that
people are people."
-Julie EngelsmanConnie Magers, a longtime dining commons employee, whom many students considered a second
mom, moved to Maricopa
County, Ariz., this summer
so she could live closer to her
children.
Steve Morley also left his
position as director of Wengatz Hall, but students will
still see him around campus. Morley now directs the
residence life programs and
serves as associate dean of
students.
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Sophomore Alyssa Johnson dances with freshman Brian Tencher at Saturday's hoe-down. Johnson, a runner on the women's cross country
team, was on campus early and said she "snuck-in" to the dance. "The whole campus was there anyhow, and I tagged along." Many of
the 479 freshman on campus attended the event, which included square dancing and line dancing. Freshman Courtney VanSickle, said
she stayed for the entirety of the two-hour event and "got very sweaty ... I had a lot of fun and I got to meet a lot of people because
everybody ended up dancing with each other," she said. Freshman Eric Burgardt said he thought the line dance was more popular than
the square dance. "It was hard to hear what (Professor Bob Davis) was saying, (but) I enjoyed myself," he said.

News

Trucker, from Page 1
time for truck drivers and
his falsification of driving records.
But Larson says the sentencing is unrelated to her
grief.
“Honestly … we have never harbored any bitterness
or anger toward the truck
driver,” she said. “We believe
that it was Brad’s time to go
to heaven. We believe that his
death was allowed by God,
and Mr. Spencer was driving
the truck that was the means
for him to go to heaven.”
In addition to the family
testimonies, state troopers
Sgt. Randy Renbarger – the
first responder at the crash
scene – and Master Sgt. David Eggers – a large vehicle
accident
reconstructionist
– testified during the sentencing about the accident
scene. They argued Spencer
had four seconds to react after his truck left its lane, but
did not brake until the moment of the collision, leading
the prosecution to believe he
had fallen asleep.
Spencer also had his windows open and air-conditioning running, despite the
50-degree weather, Luttrull
said, indicating Spencer recognized his fatigue. Still,
Spencer “seemed to deny
that he fell asleep,” Luttrull
said, although the truck driv-

er did express remorse during the sentencing.
“He wished it had been
him instead of the victims
that had died,” Luttrull said.

"We have never
harbored any
bitterness or anger
toward the truck
driver. We believe it
was Brad's time to
go to heaven."
-Sherry LarsonThe Taylor contingency
prayed before the sentencing for Spencer, said Campus
Pastor Randy Gruendyke,
who attended the sentencing, along with Vice President for Strategic Initiatives
Wyn Lembright and Creative
Dining Services employee
Vickie Rhodes, who suffered
injuries in the crash.
“We prayed specifically
that the gravity of the situation would impact Robert
Spencer’s life in such a way
that he would be transformed
by the gospel,” Gruendyke
said.
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By Carrie Bragg
Online Editor

Fairlane Apartments Director Polly Graham lives in a
two-bedroom, second-floor

apartment with her husband and their 19-monthold daughter. And she’s nine

The Heth, Morley, Casbarro, Hanna and Graham families show off their toothless grins.
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month’s pregnant.
But Graham and her husband, Matthew, greet students in a cozy living room,
neatly organized aside from
daughter Clara Jo’s occasional rocking horse or storybook.
Polly Graham, anything but
grouchy, testifies to Fairlane
residents’ willingness to
baby-sit, and calls her superiors “very flexible and understanding.”
The Grahams are the first
family involved in the current
hall director baby boom, setting a trend for ways to mix
residence life involvement
and parenting. Since Clara Jo
began her term last year as
“first baby” of Fairlane, three
other hall directors’ families
have grown to include children, with two more babies
on the way this year.
Graham took the job as Fairlane Apartments director so
she could be home more with
then 6-month-old Clara Jo,
she said.
Bergwall Hall Director
Adam Hanna and his wife
Amy, who hire baby-sitters
twice weekly to make time to
meet with students, also benefit from extra time with their

Students deal with major dilemma

12-month-old son, Wyatt.
“Having a baby obviously
changes your life drastically,
but you just kind of roll with
it,” Adam Hanna said.
And what better way to
“roll with it” than in a community inhabiting hundreds
of prospective baby-sitters?
Wyatt William has been an
asset to Hanna’s ministry,
Hanna said, since allowing
students to babysit his son
shows his trust in them.
“Fortunately, there are a lot
of people here that I trust,” he
said.
Samuel Morris Hall Director Justin Heth said the Grahams and the Hannas have
“paved the road” for he and
his wife, Hannah, who are expecting a son in January.
“I feel like we’re the babies
of the group,” he said.
Although Cooper “Adventure” Heth – the unconfirmed middle name was Justin Heth's idea – represents
the last of this wave of baby
boomers, he’ll have plenty of
playmates: Director of Residence Life Steve Morley and
his wife, Rachael – who lived
in Wengatz Hall until Steve
Morley’s term as hall director

ended this year – have a son
named Jacob. Shelley Casbarro, who served as Olson
hall director from until 2007,
joined her husband Shaun in
welcoming a baby boy, name,
to their family just two weeks
ago. And the Grahams expect
a boy this September.
While Heth said he is eager
for baby Cooper’s arrival, he
understands his son’s birth
will mean changes. He worries he will not be able to
show Sammy residents the
same level of care, he said.
“I’ll have to babysit instead
of play Ultimate (Frisbee),”
he said, “but I’m excited
about starting a new phase of
life and raising a child to love
the Lord.”
While no hall directors
seem eager to continue their
jobs into their children’s
grade school days, they agree
Taylor’s residence halls are a
great place to start a family.
“We live out our life before
the students,” Hanna said.
“We’ve been doing that as
a married couple, and now
we’re doing that as parents,
showing how we do it. And
people can learn from what
we do, good or bad.”

Scintillating?

Experts offer advice about choosing a degree Students vary in evaluaB K
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Associate News Editor

Declaring a major – a decision that could impact one’s
entire future – may intimidate many freshmen.
And from the looks of
statistics – more than onefifth of Taylor students have
changed a portion of their
degree since January, Registrar LaGatha Adkison said –
Taylor freshmen run the risk
of rushing to declare a major
before they are ready.
Nearly half of all college
students change their major
at least once, said Fritz Grupe,
the founder of MyMajors.
com and the former director
of a four-college consortium.
“Students coming from
high school have only been
exposed to limited number
of disciplines,” Grupe said.
“They haven’t been exposed
to some of the curriculum
that universities offer that
are quite different.”
Freshmen have “superfi-

Features

major is and what it is going
to lead to,” Grupe said.
These impressions often
cause students to change their
majors after a few months of
college. For instance, a student may decide to take premedicine coursework only
to find out biology doesn’t
interest them, he said.
At Taylor, students receive
help to avoid such problems.
All freshmen must take the
Career Direct test, a computerized exam that helps students discover their strengths
and weaknesses, Director of
Career Development Jill Godorhazy said.
“It’s an instrument that
helps them identify their values, their interests, their personality and their skills,” she
said. “It’s (also) important (to
discover) what things you’re
not as strong in.”
But students should understand the results of the
Career Direct test are a guide,

said.
“It’s not, ‘If you take this
assessment it, will give you
an answer,' “ she said. “This
is a process to get to the next
step.”
Students who are uncertain about their major should
consider getting involved
with extracurricular activities or classes in other areas,
Godorhazy said, and job
shadows or informational
interviews can also help students make decisions about
majors.
University policy requires
students to choose a major
when they reach junior status with 61 credit hours, Adkison said. She encourages
students to reach a decision
before the deadline, hopefully by the end of the first
semester of their sophomore
year.
It is not uncommon for
students to change their major even after becoming very

tion of summer in Upland

Adkinson said.
"Someone can feel very
strongly about being in one By Josh Kennedy
program, but after having Features Editor
some experience at Taylor,
The final bell of high school
their vocational calling may
means hours of Halo and
change," she said.
That changing majors will swimming for teenagers.
But for many college stunot necessarily delay a student's graduation, Adkison dents, carefree summers exist
said, as long as the student only in fantasy land – even
is focused on a specific plan for students who stay near
and works towards that end. Taylor’s campus.
Senior Justin Lee knows
“It just depends on what
you want to do and what summer isn’t just fun and
you want to add on,” she games.
Lee was a truck driver this
said. “There are some majors
summer and managed to dethat are just really big.”
Majors like education, en- stroy an overhang at a Hampgineering and music require ton Inn in Marysville, Ohio.
“I basically didn’t look at
more planning for students
to finish in four years, Adki- the clearance sign and just
son said. And students who plowed right through it,” Lee
end up taking more than 160 said.
Lee lived with friends in
credit hours before finishing
their undergraduate degree Upland and said he played
risk loosing federal financial Ultimate Frisbee and read to
escape boredom.
aid.
He claimed nothing excit“Be on task in education,”
Adkison said, addressing in- ing happened in Upland.
“It’s Upland!” he said.
coming freshmen. “You don’t
But some students looked
want to get behind.”
News Editor Andrew Neel forward to working local
summer jobs.
contributed to this report.

Senior Kristen Long served
as a personnel assistant for
the CRAM Summer Honors
Program at Taylor.
She spent her time in Upland hanging out with other
PAs and used Taylor Lake
twice for canoeing and picnics.
“The fish are scary,” she
said. “They’re huge, and they
move at the top of the water.
They have these little fins on
top of them, and sometimes
the littler fish will nibble on
you."
Local students also ventured outside Upland for
summer fun.
Some students made the
journey in early June to
Crawfordsville for the annual
Strawberry Festival.
The festival, according to
its Web site, showcased country musical groups and “Doo
Wop Saturday Night,” which
boasted three old-time vocal groups. A tractor show
and car show completed the
event.
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The good, the bad and the 'Superbad'
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Critics are calling “Superbad” the “American Pie” of
a new generation. If they’re
right, kudos to this new generation for demanding excellence from comedy films.
“Superbad” represents the
culmination of 12 years of creative processes. Back in 1995,
actor Seth Rogen (“Knocked
Up,” “The 40-Year-Old Virgin”) and his friend Evan
Goldberg, disenchanted with
teen comedies of their day
that portrayed high-schoolers
without authenticity, began
writing “Superbad,” a raunchy teen comedy that refuses
to pull any punches.
Loosely based on Rogen
and Goldberg’s own teenage
misadventures, “Superbad”
spans the events of a single
day in which two high school
seniors named Seth and Evan
must use a fake ID to buy alcohol for a house party to get
two girls drunk enough to
fool around with them.
If this seems like a tired
premise, that’s because it is.
But that’s simply a testament
to how unique and entertaining “Superbad” is beneath
the surface. In reality, this is a
film about camaraderie – the
lifelong bond between best
friends, even in the midst of
dramatic change.
Days before the events of
the film, Evan (Michael Cera

Photo courtesy of sonypictures.com

“Superbad” stars Jonah Hill and Michael Cera, and is produced by Judd Apatow. It received an R rating for pervasive crude and sexual
content, strong language, drinking, some drug use and a fantasy/comic violent image - all involving teens

some, this offensive content
will suck all the fun out of the
film. Still, nearly anyone who
went to a public high school
can relate to “Superbad.”
Besides, those who give the
film a chance will realize beneath the teenagers’ profane
exteriors, they’re just kids
looking for gratification in
all the wrong places. If that
doesn’t perfectly define the
high school experience, I
don’t know what does.
The important thing in this
film is the characters growth.
As expected, Evan and Seth
find their foray into the party
scene unfulfilling and realize
they should be spending their
remaining high school days
with each other, just as they
had done for more than three
years. Because of the wellwritten characters and dialogue, this epiphany doesn’t
feel tacked on or artificial.
If ever a genre needed new
vitality and originality, teen
comedies fits the bill. “American Pie” gave us the disgusting apple pie scene. That’s
basically what people took
away from the film.
But in “Superbad,” the raunchiness isn’t what people will
remember. They’ll remember
the eventual triumph of a
handful of high school students who find surprising
satisfaction in transcending
their sinful exploits.

of “Arrested Development”)
receives an acceptance letter
from Dartmouth College, but
Seth – played by Jonah Hill
(“Knocked Up,” “Accepted”)
– is rejected and must separate from his best friend.
The two experience a gradual rift in their relationship as
the end of their senior year
approaches. Evan and Seth’s
attempts at wooing inebriated vixens basically divert
their attention from this unspoken disagreement; in the
average teen comedy, their

sexual exploits would be the
entire focus of the film.
This depth propels “Superbad” beyond its comedy
counterparts. Yes, the raunchy juvenile conversations are
authentic, but beyond that,
the people themselves are authentic. These aren’t your ordinary gimmicky caricatures.
These are well-developed,
multidimensional characters,
and watching them fail and
succeed is like reliving one’s
own high school experiences:
both awkward and glorious.

Each character feels real,
rarely fitting into Hollywood’s crooked imitations of
youth. Even Seth and Evan’s
overconfident, nerdy friend
Fogell feels original. In fact,
Fogell’s exploits with a fake
ID, a pair of brainless cops
(played by Rogen and Bill
Hader of “Saturday Night
Live”) and a redheaded party
girl provide an unrelenting
stream of laughter in an already hilarious film.
Michael Cera and Jonah
Hill are a comedy force to be

reckoned with. Hill continues
to display his incredible wit
and improvisational skills,
and Cera is unquestionably
the best thing to happen to
comedy since Will Ferrell.
His uncomfortable bedroom
scene with long-time crush
Becca is gloriously awkward,
outdoing Steve Carrell in
“The 40-Year-Old Virgin.”
All that being said, “Superbad” is not for everyone.
The film’s content more than
lives up to its title, mainly
in the explicit language. For
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5. “Transformers”
“Transformers” basically
split critics right down the
middle. Many were unable
to ignore Michael Bay’s typical directorial foibles, such as
his usual ensemble of overthe-top cartoonish characters and misplaced attempts
at humor. Those of us who
looked past all that enjoyed
a visual spectacle of epic proportions.
This is a film in the vein
of Peter Jackson’s “King
Kong.” Its success hinges on
the vitality and realism of the
visual effects, and Bay truly
delivers, giving us some
of the most groundbreaking action scenes and computer-animated characters
since “Jurassic Park.” And
Shia LaBeouf ("Disturbia,"
"Bobby") is no slouch in the
lead role. Despite a few cheesy
moments, "Transformers"
was one solid action movie.

4. “Live Free or Die Hard”
The critical and commercial
success of this fourth “Die
Hard” film seemingly came
out of nowhere. Expectations
ran low, which perhaps ultimately made it so enjoyable.
Bruce Willis and Justin Long
(“Accepted,” “Dodgeball”)
make a great team, breathing some new life into the
buddy-cop formula. The
premise of technological terrorism works surprisingly
well, despite the staleness
of the film’s villain (Timothy
Olyphant, "Deadwood").
Most importantly, the
action is simply incredible.
The stunts are totally beyond
belief, but that’s what makes
it so much fun to watch.
The semitrailer-versus-military-fighter-jet sequence represents the explosive high
point of a film that blows up
everything it can find and
makes no apologies.

3. “Sicko”
It’s a shame that Michael
Moore’s “Sicko” only grossed
a fourth of what his previous
documentary “Fahrenheit
9/11” made. “Sicko” is a
departure from Moore’s
usual in-your-face propagandistic fare, as it deals with a
subject that affects everyone:
health care. Moore objectively
presents some startling facts
about the American health
care system and thoroughly
investigates the advantages
of universal health care in
foreign countries.
Best of all, Moore creates
a well-crafted documentary.
The film startles viewers,
making it difficult to watch,
yet highly captivating.
Moore’s usual angry ramblings are replaced with a
thought-provoking narrative
that’s sure to make even the
most stubborn skeptics stop
and think.

2. “Knocked Up”
Judd Apatow, creator of the
underrated series “Freaks
and Geeks,” is on a roll.
“Freaks and Geeks” was
canceled after one season.
Fortunately, Apatow’s film
projects have met with great
success, and “Knocked Up”
is the ultimate example.
Apatow continues his formula of everyday situations
infused with side-splitting
improv and relatable characters, resulting in a surprisingly poignant film. Seth
Rogen shines in his first
leading role, and Katherine
Heigl ("Grey's Anatomy")
gives women a sympathetic
and relatable character to
cheer for.
“Knocked Up” is vulgar,
unquestionably earning its
R rating. Still, Apatow raises
the bar with more emotion
and heart than most other Rrated comedies combined.

1. “Ratatouille”
“Shrek 3” gave a disappointing start to summer
animated films, falling into
the typical kids’ movie formula that the previous two
poked fun of so readily. Then
“Ratatouille” came along,
taking audiences completely
by surprise with its groundbreaking visuals and boundless charm.
PIXAR Animation’s follow-up to the disappointing
“Cars” proved one of the
most entertaining films of
the year, blending a unique
visual style and perspective
with delightful characters
that would make Ben Stein
giggle.
The story of a rat in Paris
trying to make it as a gourmet chef proved fantastically
inventive and heartwarming.
Audiences left “Ratatouille”
with faces smiling and stomachs rumbling.

Movie Rating: 9.5 out of 10

Josh Porter's High Five: summer movies '07
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
In a summer where a fourth
“Die Hard” is a breath of
fresh air and “Spider-Man 3”
is a tangled mess, anything
becomes possible.
This summer offered no
shortage of new films, especially sequels. With six trilogy-cappers alone, moviegoers had much to anticipate. Nevertheless, finding
a really satisfying theater
experience was a bit like trying to find Keanu Reeves in a
roomful of manikins.
But that’s why I’m here.
I saw virtually every major
release this summer just so
I could pick out the top five
for this article. That’s a lot of
movie tickets. Speaking of
which, you owe me $140.
Sharp-eyed readers will
notice the absence of "The
Bourne Ultimatum," "Harry
Potter and The Order of
the Phoenix" and "Ocean's
Thirteen" from the list. If this
profoundly disturbs you,
send me some hate mail and
I'll explain myself.
And no, I didn't see
"Hairspray," the musical in
which John Travolta plays an
overweight woman married
to Christopher Walken. Can
you blame me?

Harry Potter: defense against the dark arts
By Adrienne Chaudoin
Staff Writer
On July 21, millions of fans
lined up all over the world
to purchase one book – the
seventh and final book in
J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter
series: “Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows.”
In “Deathly Hallows,” the
three friends, Harry Potter,
Hermione Granger and
Ron Weasley, do not return
to their school, Hogwarts.
Instead, their mission is to
destroy the souls of Lord
Voldemort, the villain who

A&E

gave Harry his famous lightning bolt scar.
Ultimately, Harry must kill
Voldemort himself, a fine
ending to Rowling’s series.
“A page-turner, for sure,”
said Phil Collins, a Christian
education professor who has
read all seven books. “She’s a
very clever writer.”
But the Harry Potter books
have caused major controversies. Dealing with witchcraft and wizardry, the books
have captured the concerns
of parents and Christians.
“The only people who
don’t like Harry Potter

are the ones who haven’t
read it,” Collins said, quoting Whitney Drake, wife of
Samuel Morris Assistant Hall
Director Jacob Drake.
Junior Kevin Cote agreed.
“It offends me when
Christians go on the radio or
preach against the … books,”
he said. “If people would just
read them first, they would
see there is no danger.”
Nevertheless, sophomores
Raquel Romine and Adam
Golder were not allowed to
read the first Harry Potter
books. As Romine and
Golder grew older, they

were able to make that decision for themselves. Romine
chose to read them.
“If you’re old enough to
have your own opinions, it’s
not a big problem,” Romine
said. “It didn’t change my
worldview.”
Golder gave the series a
chance, but after reading a
few paragraphs chose not to
finish the books. He knew
the series would attract his
attention toward the dark
arts – something he said he
was not willing to risk.
“Is it that bad to give up
reading the books to honor

the Lord?” he asked.
But everyone – even
Christians – can benefit from
the series, Cote said.
“Harry shows humility,” Cote said. “In the final
(book), he accepts death and
is going to die so his friends
can be safe … something any
friend should do for another
friend.”
Nevertheless, “little kids”
should not read the books,
said English Professor Quinn
White.
“Darker things happen,
and harsh things happen to
the characters,” he said.

But White has encouraged
elementary students to pick
up a book.
“It is parents’ responsibility to talk through the books
with their children,” White
said.
Parents should not use this
rule just for Harry Potter
books, said music Professor
Albert Harrison.
“It is wise for parents to
always study the worldview
of any artworks that they
may be providing for their
children, whether they be in
the classical or popular arts,”
he said.
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The right to protest Calling Taylor home

The art of complaining with a purpose

By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
Picture this: 20 women,
dressed in pink from head to
toe and wielding signs such
as, “Impeach the Liars!” and
“Stop the War NOW!”
This summer, I had the
“opportunity” to spend an
hour and a half in line for a
Senate Judiciary Committee
hearing with the women of
Code Pink, a group of protesters based out of San Francisco.
They had gathered to
harass Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales, whom the
committee had summoned
to testify – and who incidentally resigned Monday.
Out of curiosity, I asked
one of the women what
exactly she was protesting.
“We want an end to war.”
“You mean Iraq, Afghanistan or war in general?” I
asked.
“Oh, just all wars,” she
said with a smile.
I did not bother to ask her
how she planned to achieve
that which has eluded humankind throughout history.
My summer in Washington, D.C. reminded me that

Americans value no right
more highly than the right to
protest.
My path to work at the
Russell Senate Office Building was regularly impeded
by someone trying to hand
me literature of one form or
another. One group even had
a choir sing their complaints
to passers-by.
One man insisted that the
CIA had gunned down his
brother at Dupont Circle.
The most bizarre brochure
said Hillary Clinton had the
brain of a lizard.
Upon returning to Taylor, I
asked one of my friends what
she would say if she wrote a
letter to the editor.

My summer in
Washington, D.C.
reminded me
that Americans
value no right
more highly
than the right
to protest.
“I would say that they
shouldn’t be spending money on a new entrance instead
of giving me my scholarship,” she eagerly explained.
“And I know it’s a broken record, but all the money they

give the football team …”
I did not need her to
continue.
Another girl had some
advice for me on how to edit
the opinions page.
"You should be more like
(former opinions editor) Joe
Ringenberg," she said. I always enjoyed reading his
columns."
Even within the bubble
that is Taylor University,
protestors are everywhere.
All this has made me
think about my goals here
at The Echo. Writing for the
opinions page can be a notso-subtle form of protest.
Take, for example, a column I wrote last year encouraging Christians to support
equal civil rights for homosexuals.
Reactions to that piece
were somewhat mixed, at
least among the people who
went out of their way to
contact me.
One of the most important
jobs of an opinions writer is
to criticize and critique different aspects of society.
If I can get people to look
at an issue in a slightly different way or if I can shed light
on some kind of injustice,
then I will consider myself a
success, even if I offend some
people along the way.
But we must also realize
that not every battle is worth
fighting. Some protesters do
more to annoy than to help,

such as the pink ladies who
attempted to disrupt that
Senate hearing.
Also, some “injustices” are
not truly unjust. For example, Taylor may have other
reasons to fund the football
team besides the number of
victories the players achieve
on the field.

Even within
the bubble that
is Taylor
University,
protesters are
everywhere. We
must remember
that not every
battle is worth
fighting.
As I choose what to protest
this year, I aim to select those
issues closest to my heart
or problems I feel have not
received a fair hearing in the
courtroom of public opinion.
Maybe you will find me
witty and insightful, or maybe you will find me annoying
and ignorant. I simply hope
you decide reading my columns has not wasted your
time, and I hope at least one
article on this opinions page
causes you to unleash your
own inner protester.

Moving Taylor beyond the motto

By Lindsay Snider
Columnist
Congratulations, Taylor.
We are now the proud owners of a sleek front entrance,
a stunning sidewalk and
campus greens free of metal
dung.
The campus exterior is
not the only part of Taylor
that has recently undergone
a facelift. Back in May 2006,
Taylor announced a bold and
provocative branding campaign that included a new
university motto: “Beyond
the Mind.”
Clearly, university administrators are working
to redefine Taylor’s image,
both within our community
and outside of it … which
is mostly a good thing. But
exactly what is this new image Taylor is putting forth?
For the last four years,
Taylor has struggled to come
up with a tagline that offers
an image to associate with
the university.
Older
students
may
remember the controversy
surrounding Taylor’s previous tagline attempt, “We covenant,” which was decried as
confusing and meaningless.
While “Beyond the Mind”
is anything but weak, the
phrase is certainly confusing,
and the meaning that can be
derived from the statement
is disturbing at best. Apparently, Taylor marketers have
a long way to go in their motto-making skills.
What’s so wrong with
being “Beyond the Mind”?
Glad you asked.
According to MerriamWebster, the preposition
“beyond” can mean “at a
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greater distance than,” “out
of the reach or sphere of”
or “in a degree or amount
surpassing.” I don’t know
about you, but I’m not sure
I like the idea of attending
an academic institution that
claims its students are out
of the reach of their minds.
Despite this unfortunate
word selection, I might
allow Taylor administrators to convince me that
being “beyond my mind”
is a strong statement of my
Christian faith and “whole
person education” if the
tagline was merely a singular, misguided occurrence.
Unfortunately,
Taylor’s
marketing strategy has seen
to it that we have physical
images to accompany this offensive verbal message.
Go take a look at the
Taylor van parked by Helena
Memorial Hall. Right next to
the motto is the image of a
girl who certainly looks like
she fell asleep reading her
Bible. Academic institution?
Right.
Still, I am willing to consent to being beyond my
mind if only the university will be consistent in
its
campaign, yet not even
this small request has been
granted.
Our lovely new entrance,
which draws visitors’ eyes
to the Taylor bell tower, has
presented me with a contradiction of philosophy I find
difficult to justify.
Yes, the twin towers of
Taylor University, faith and
learning – we know them
well.
Although it is patently unfortunate that the symbolic
essence of Taylor’s identity
is bound together by a clashing, mechanical gong, even
more unfortunate is that this
symbolic image has now
been rendered obsolete by
Taylor’s new tagline.
In my mind, integration

implies equality of significance. Apparently that’s
what the architects of the
bell tower thought as well,
effectively designing the two
towers to be of equal height.
Yet even the best possible
understanding of the phrase
“Beyond the Mind” gives
preeminent authority to faith

and the irrational.
In the end, dear Taylor
community, only two options
exist: Go in search of a new
tagline, or blow up the bell
tower. The choice is yours. If
you choose the latter and get
caught, well, I guess you can
always plead to being out of
your mind.

Re-Vision 2016

By Steve Etheridge
Columnist
The gradual fruition of
Vision 2016 means Taylor is
constantly changing.
I know we all wish we
could hop into a time machine and just reappear in
2016 as sort-of-old people,
but current technology won’t
permit it. So while we wait
for campus changes, let me
share my personal visions
for what the school should
do with its money.
Being young, I would
naturally halt all plans for
additional buildings and educational facilities. Where’s
the fun in that?
Similarly, my vision has no
need for a new football field,
because let’s put it this way: If
you install a gourmet kitchen
in a McDonald’s, you’re still
going to get sub-par burgers.
(Just kidding, guys!)
In order to establish and
maintain a Christian atmosphere, we need to get rid
of the creepy black squirrels,
first and foremost. We just
need to bring in some exterminators, and then we can
do away with those demon

spawns once and for all.
Next, I suggest we update
the bell tower by giving it
some hip ring tones. Can you
imagine how incredible it
would be to walk across campus to the positive, encouraging sounds of ’90s Christian
rock? No need to hang onto
your mom’s old Avalon CDs:
“A Maze of Grace” would
be audible from Swallow to
English every 15 minutes!
My plan also involves a
fair bit of policy change. For
starters, everyone will abide
by a dress code that separates
public school kids, private
school kids, home-schoolers,
and MKs. That way, when
people ask, “Why is that guy
so friendly and optimistic?”
we will know it is because he
went to a private school.
In addition, chapel will
become mandatory for everyone. Compliance should not
be a problem, since my plan
provides funds for pyrotechnics and chocolate fountains
during worship.
My list for campus improvements goes on and
on. I’ve thought of plans
for campus-wide AstroTurf,
animatronic Sammy statues,
and no more baked cod in the
dining commons, but none of
it will ever happen.
Nevertheless, I stand by
my right to wishful thinking,
and I look forward to 2016,
regardless of what plays
from the bell tower.

W h a t i t m e a n s to b e c o m e a
part of the Taylor community

By Steve Conn
Columnist
Welcome home.
Returning Taylor students
probably know what I mean,
but that statement may seem
alien to freshmen.
This time of year usually
finds you freshmen feeling
optimistic, yet still out of
place.
You may feel you aren’t
actually at college, but
instead at an expensive summer camp that never ends.
And even though Camp Taylor is fun, you are still looking forward to going home.
Or perhaps you view home
as a now alien place full of
limitations and people who
wouldn’t appreciate your
new and exciting life (They
won’t appreciate it: Other
schools don’t understand
us.)
And then it happens. It
might be fall break, it might
be Thanksgiving, or you
might even be able to hold
it off until Christmas, but it
will happen.
One day over break you
will mistakenly call Taylor “home” in front of your
mother. My mother can
testify: That can be upsetting
for a parent.
All of us upperclassmen
remember that moment – the
moment we stopped telling
stories about high school and
found we had stories to tell
about college. The moment
we realized summer would
be boring and going “home”
for three months would feel
a lot more like leaving it.
My point is two-fold:

Freshmen should hang in
there until that day comes.
And everyone else should
remember that, for better
or for worse, Taylor is our
home again for the next few
months – a fact which comes
with a certain amount of
responsibility.
I understand not everyone
feels the same way about our
new home.
Some people are disenchanted, some people are
thinking about transferring and some people never
bought in completely to the
“community” we always
seem to be praising.

Please remember
this: Taylor is
someone else's
home, too.
Everyone's life at
Taylor is different,
and all of us
need to respect
each individual's
experience.
Some of us are just plain
ready to graduate, and that’s
fine. But please remember
this: Taylor is someone else’s
home, too. For many of us,
it’s a new home.
We don’t claim Taylor is
perfect, and the bright-eyed
optimists among us need to
remember problems are a
part of home life. Everyone’s
life at Taylor is different, and
all of us need to respect each
individual’s experience.
So before any of us begin
making sweeping generalizations about how wonderful or terrible Taylor is, let’s
remember: We’re talking
about someone’s home.
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Volleyball defeats NCAA D-II foe
By Jake Bragg
Contributor
Taylor’s volleyball team returned from a summer mission trip to South Africa with
a theme for their season:
“leaving a legacy.”
The Lady Trojans did just
that Tuesday night as they
rallied to defeat the visiting
NCAA Div. II St. Joseph’s
College Pumas (4-1) in a
thrilling five-game match.
The Lady Trojans (4-1)
looked sluggish as they
dropped the first two games
22-30 and 23-30, due in part
to their defensive play, said
Head Coach Brittany Smith.
“We struggled in games
one and two on defense, and
our offense feeds off of our
defense,” Smith said. “They
were a shorter team, but they
relied on ball control and
were smart with how they
played.”
But the Lady Trojans looked
much more relaxed in game
three as they jumped out to a
quick 6-2 lead. From then on,
they never looked back.
“Once we got the nerves
out and relaxed, the team really (pulled together),” said
Lindsey Bayle, a junior transfer and outside hitter.
The Lady Trojans dominated games three and four

(30-23 and 30-22) and then
pulled away in game five for
their comeback win (15-9).
“I think the experience of
beating them last year ... really helped,” Smith said.
The Lady Trojans rode a
wave of improved defense to
make their comeback, relying on the front line’s size advantage to collect key blocks.
Sophomore Colleen Nelis led
the way with six blocks, but
had help from senior captain
Emilie York and junior outside hitter Jenny Peterson.
“A good block is a really
good energizer for your
team,” York said.
Peterson and York also led
the team with 15 and 13 kills,
respectively.
“Jenny (Peterson) was a
spark on the court that we
needed tonight, but we are
fortunate to be very deep in
the hitting position,” Smith
said. “We can run a lot of
plays and can rely on a lot
of hitters because we are so
deep in that area.”
Coach Smith and the Lady
Trojans have lofty goals for
the season. They are a favorite
this year to contend for both
the regular season and conference tournament championships, but their goals do
not stop there. Smith, now in
her third year, feels that the

new faces have added an extra spark that helps the entire
team.
“We were two games away
from the national tournament last year,” Smith said.
“The additions to our solid
returning core will make this
year an exciting one.”
York reiterated this feeling.
“Our main goal is to make
it to (NAIA) nationals this
year,” she said. “Everything
– our whole focus – kind of
revolves around that.”
If all goes according to plan,
this team will accomplish
its goal of leaving a legacy
in Taylor volleyball history.
But the team hopes to leave
a more lasting mark than an
addition to a record book.
“Leaving a legacy doesn’t
just mean how we play,”
York said. “It refers to how
we leave games with other
teams and how we live as
well.”
But the players’ Christian
character can also affect their
play, Smith said.
“We want to play to the best
of our ability because we are
Christians,” she said.
The Lady Trojans begin
their quest to qualify for the
conference tournament by
hosting Huntington University at 7 p.m. Wednesday
night at Odle Arena.
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By Russell Balikian
Sports Editor
Some streaks mean more
when they’re broken.
After a combined 3-27 record in the last three seasons,

Trojan football players hope
to plow through the losing streak that has plagued
them for too long. This season, Head Coach James Bell
believes his squad may be
poised to do just that.

When Coach Bell first took
the reigns of the struggling
program two years ago, he
identified the Trojan’s lack
of depth as one of the most
pressing problems.
“We didn’t have the num-

Singing the BTN Blues
By Steve Conn
Staff Writer
In my house, a certain topic
is completely off-limits all
summer: college football.
Our family goes into a state
of mourning at the end of
every college football season
because we know it will be
eight months before we can
watch our favorite scarletand-gray-clad heroes (who
shall remain nameless) take
the field again. We're not
even allowed to talk football
until the new season is almost upon us.
So you can imagine my anticipation when I first heard
about Fox Cable and the Big
Ten Conference’s Thursday
launch of the Big Ten Network, a new cable channel
dedicated to 24-hour sports
coverage and campus programming for all 11 Big Ten
schools.
BTN will show more than
35 football games and 160
basketball games along with
other sporting events and

Sports

original studio shows.
Sounds great, right? Maybe. I initially felt excitement
about a network with hundreds of Big Ten sporting
events, but then a staggering realization hit me like an
offensive line hits a buffet: I
won’t have access to the Big
Ten Network at Taylor, and
neither will a good portion
of the Midwest.
Not all of the major cable
companies are agreeing to
carry BTN. DIRECTV users,
including those in Upland,
can see their favorite games,
but many other cable subscribers are out of luck.
“It’s a great idea, but I’m
frustrated that I have no way
to watch it,” sophomore Ben
Blake said.
While BTN will primarily
show non-conference games
– most conference play and
“big games” will still air on
ABC and ESPN – sophomore
Josh White believes every
game is important.
“If you actually follow the
sport ... you can’t be missing

games,” he said.
It’s true, Josh: A real fan
will find a way.
So I began searching for
a way to obtain access to
BTN. After a week of fervent
questing, I thought I’d found
my answer: Officer Jeff Wallace of the campus police informed me he was planning
to purchase BTN in time to
watch Ohio State’s first game
on Saturday. But buying the
service proved frustrating,
he said.
“No one seems to know the
answers to my questions,” he
said.
Then Wednesday, one day
before the BTN launch, an
answer came loud and clear:
We’ve been shut out.
Our hopes rested on Dish
Network’s negotiating an
agreement with BTN. Sadly,
negotiations recently fell
through, a Dish spokesperson said Wednesday.
Wallace and I are out of
luck for now, but it’s not time
to give up. A real fan will
find a way.

(Home games in bold)

Football

Upcoming games:
1 p.m. Sat. vs. Anderson
(Wagon Wheel)

Golf

Upcoming events:

8 a.m. Tue., Wed. at
Heartland Crossing G.C.

Soccer

(Men, 1-1-0)

L, 1-3 Judson
W, 2-0 U . of I. Springfield
Judson Tourney
Upcoming games:
2 p.m. Sat. at Trinity Chrst.
5 p.m. Wed. at Malone

(Women)

Upcoming games:
7 p.m. Fri. at Illinois Tech
12 p.m. Sat. at Trinity Chrst.

Tennis
(Men)

Upcoming matches:
3:30 p.m. Tues. vs. Goshen
3 p.m. Thurs. vs. Ohio
Dominican

(Women)
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Senior Emilie York slams home the match-winning point in
Tuesday's five-game thriller against NCAA Div. II St. Joseph's
College. The Lady Trojans rallied from a two-game deficit to win
their first home match of the season.

Trojans prepare for season opener

Sophomore Trevor Terrel receives the pitch from senior Trennon Kidder (12) as freshman Kendall
Jackson (33) pursues. The football squad will vie for the wagon wheel this Saturday.

Trojan Sports

bers we needed to compete against the teams in
our league,” Bell said. “The
players we had were talented, but we needed more
of them. We have no control
over injuries.”
The Trojans are taking
steps to ensure each position
has the depth and experience necessary to compete in
the Mid-States Football Association, combining 30 new
recruits with a stable core of
upperclassmen.
Special teams have also received a lot of attention during practices, Bell said. Last
season, the Trojans connected on just more than 60 percent of extra-point attempts,
while opposing teams made
94 percent of them.
Despite previous shortcomings, this year’s team is
anxious to begin.
“Our whole attitude is different than it has been in
the past,” remarked senior
offensive tackle Drew Cowan. “We now have the con-

fidence that we can really
compete with teams.”
This
new
confidence
comes in large part from the

"I think we're going
to surprise
some people."
-Ty NeedlerTrojans’ nucleus of returning players, Bell said.
“Since last spring, there
has been notable progress
in the team’s work ethic and
initiative to learn,” he said.
“Our returners are largely
responsible for that, and it’s
been very encouraging.”
Taylor will kick off the season at 1 p.m. Saturday by
hosting the rival Anderson
Ravens in the annual “wagon wheel game.” The Trojans hope to wrest the wheel
from the Ravens, who have
kept it painted orange and
black for several years.
Many unknowns still remain for the Trojans, even

Upcoming matches:
3 p.m. Fri. vs. Anderson
10:30 a.m. Sat. at Goshen
4 p.m. Tues. at Goshen*
4 p.m. Thurs. at Spring Arb.*

Volleyball
(4-1)

W, 3-0 Davenport
W, 3-1 UM-Dearborn
W, 3-1 Indiana Tech
L, 0-3 Cornerstone
W, 3-2 St. Joseph's College (IN)
Upcoming matches:
7 p.m. Wed. vs. Huntington*
(HS/MS Team Night)
* denotes MCC match

after spring conditioning and
fall two-a-days. Newcomers cannot begin adjusting to
playing football at Taylor until they can react to live game
situations, Bell said, making
Saturday’s competition vital
to the team’s development.
Junior middle linebacker
Ty Needler has high expectations for this season.
“I think we’re going to surprise some people,” he said.
“There is a real winning attitude on our team that has
been absent in years past.
We’re preparing to win.“

Head-to-head with Tabitha Bogue
Full name: Tabitha Nicole Bogue
Class: Sophomore
Sports: Cross country
and track
Age: 20
Birthday: July 28, 1987
Birthplace: Winchester, Ind.
Residence hall: English
Greatest sports accomplishments: Named the East Central
Indiana’s girls’ cross country athlete of the year two years
in a row.
Advice: Never assume that someone has a personal relationship with Christ just because she goes to church or church
events and “believes” in Christ. Always provide opportuniPhoto by Ellen Koch
ties for people to really meet Jesus and begin a relationship
Editor's note: This section is with Him.
strictly for entertainment;
Pet peeve: I have three brothers and no sisters, and I hate it
it is not an award.
when they leave the toilet seat up!
Music currently in your car’s CD player: Kutless - “Strong Tower.“
Greatest fear: That a loved one would die not having a personal relationship with Christ.
Stupid human tricks: I can touch my tongue to my nose.
The Taylor student body should know ... I live in Farmland, Ind., and contrary to popular
belief, it is really a town and not just a description of the state.
Interesting personal facts: I made my dress for prom my junior year.
Most embarrassing moment: A couple of years after I received my license, I was driving
my cousin’s car to practice. The car was a standard, which wasn’t something I thought
would be a challenge since I learned to drive on a standard. Well, the car was touchier than
I was used to, and without realizing it I kept trying to take-off from third gear instead of
first. While in town, I sat through three green lights because the car kept dying on me and I
couldn’t figure out the problem. Needless to say, the cars behind me were very annoyed.
Current car: 1999 Pontiac Grand AM.
Favorite Bible verse: Phil. 4:13 “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me.”

"I can touch my
tongue to my nose."

